METHOD OF PAYMENTS

1) CIMBCLICKS
   Payment from student’s with CIMB Bank Accounts.
   Please refer the attached manual.

2) For payment from other Banks, please deposit into CIMB Bank U.P.M Collection’s account (12150007457053). Please provide us with the details of the payments by fax it to 03-89472048 or scanned e-mail it to mazitah@putra.upm.edu.my / rizam@putra.upm.edu.my

3) Electronic Fund Transfer (From Outside malaysia)
   These information’s are required to make the transaction:-

   Bank Account No : 12150005004050
   Bank Name       : CIMB BANK BERHAD
   Account Name    : KIRA-KIRA AM U.P.M
   Bank Branch     : UPM, SERDANG BRANCH
   Swift Code      : CIBBMYKL

   Please provide us with the details of the payments by fax it to 603-89472048 or scanned e-mail it to mazitah@putra.upm.edu.my / rizam@putra.upm.edu.my

4) Payment thru VISA/MASTERCARD
   Students can either come directly to the Bursar’s Counter to pay or they can fill up the attached form and fax it back to us for process.

5) Payment thru BankCard/Debit Card
   Students can swipe their Auto teller Machine Card/Bank Card at our counter to make the payment.

6) All cash payments can only be done at the CIMB Bank. Please provide us the copy of the Bank in Slip for our process. The student’s ledger will only be update once we receive the bank in slip copy.